Practical and Affordable Ways to Cultivate Leadership in Your Organization
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Leadership can be cultivated through the intentional actions of managers and others in public health organizations. This article provides a rationale for taking innovative and proactive steps to build leadership, discusses four general strategies for doing so, and presents seven practical, creative, and affordable actions that can have a positive influence on efforts to cultivate leadership qualities in the public health workforce. Each action is illustrated with an actual contemporary example from a local public health agency. The actions include providing formal or informal coaching/mentoring opportunities; assigning staff to lead new projects or collaborations, projects outside their disciplines, projects that cause growth in their information technology capacity, or orphan or struggling projects; facilitating a book club; and institutionalizing reflection. The best way to ensure that effective leadership is available when the organization needs it is to intentionally develop it through an ongoing process. Leadership growth can be supported during the ordinary course of business in a public health organization through thoughtful challenges, sharing ideas and experiences, and especially through the example set by managers and those in positions of authority.
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One of the 10 Essential Services of Public Health is to “assure a competent workforce,”¹ which includes persons with public health leadership competencies.² There are National Public Health Performance Standards to measure the promotion of leadership at all levels within organizations that comprise the public health workforce.³ Assuring a competent workforce—and effective leadership within that workforce—is not a trivial matter; most state and local public health agencies face serious challenges in training and retaining their workforce. One of the areas of greatest concern is the “graying” of the workforce. By 2012, over half of the workforce in some state health agencies will be eligible to retire. In addition, some states may have 14 percent turnover rates and vacancy rates as high as 20 percent in key positions.⁴

These figures indicate the need for succession planning. Positions of leadership and authority will need to be filled because of normal attrition and planned organizational changes as the baby-boomer generation enters planned retirements. Unless leaders are groomed now, organizations will lose institutional memory, and there will be fewer capable mentors and coaches for the remaining workforce.

Cultural, gender, and age diversity in the workforce, especially in leadership positions, ensures the robustness and flexibility needed to weather the inevitable changes and challenges in public health agencies. There are four generations in the workforce today.⁵ While it is sometimes challenging to get these generations to harmonize, the strength that their age and cultural
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BOX 1● Reasons to cultivate leadership in the organization

- Succession planning: Ensure that employees are recruited and developed to fill each key role within your organization.
- Build diversity: Value employees for the unique qualities and perspectives that they bring to the organization.
- Learning organization: Create a culture in which people learn together to develop the future of the organization.
- Bench strength: Ensure the competence and availability of employees ready to assume leadership responsibilities.
- Surge capacity: Increase capacity to expand beyond normal operations due to any type of emergency.
- Job satisfaction: Provide opportunities for growth and learning to increase employee fulfillment and fuel their passion for work.
- Worker retention: Offer a stimulating work environment with multiple career options and growth potential.
- Worker recruitment: Attract employees with an environment in which there are opportunities for meaningful work and personal development.

Diversity brings to the organization is a valuable asset as public health agencies serve multigenerational, multicultural populations. Supporting new leaders with new ideas also helps an agency function as a learning organization—an entity that creates its own future rather than simply reacting to contemporary events.6

The public health leadership team needs to have strong backup in order to succeed. As those who manage professional athletic teams have learned, bench strength helps keep top performers sharp, and provides backup for essential functions, especially if it is done as cross-training. This can also create the surge capacity needed for emergency/disaster preparedness without adding staff within public health agencies.

Job satisfaction leads to the retention of workers and gives an agency a reputation as an exciting and future-oriented culture that facilitates the recruitment of workers.7 It is clear that cultivating leadership is inextricably linked to ensuring a competent workforce on two levels. Current public health leaders need to use their positions to sustain organizational cultures that (1) actively plan for succession and (2) cultivate leadership among their protégés (Box 1).

● Strategies for Cultivating Leadership Within the Workplace

Support leadership growth through leadership training

Formal public health leadership development programs8 can result in profound personal and professional growth. Periodically during a career, a public health professional should seek a structured leadership learning opportunity. Public health leadership development programs facilitate the acquisition of leadership language and self-knowledge, which increases confidence and the willingness to take on new challenges.9 When an employee has participated in a structured leadership development program and returns to the fertile ground of an organization with a leadership culture, the value of the formal training experience is a multiplier. The worker returns to a leadership learning laboratory where they can try out the new ideas and skills to which they were introduced.

Rowitz10 encourages individual leaders to think of their careers ecologically, that is, to realize that they will need leadership training at different times in their professional careers to acquire new perspectives and address new problems that will arise. The ecological model of leadership also recognizes that the process for developing leadership is shared by the organization and the employee.

Support leadership growth through challenges and opportunities

An organizational culture that supports leadership continuously encourages new endeavors. It encourages workers to try out new ideas and to take calculated risks under the guidance of a supervisor. The practical and affordable actions described below illustrate ways to add value to individual employees in an ongoing way. Increasing an individual’s capacity to lead should be an incidental process—one that is always in place. Each time workers accomplish something they have never done before, the organization becomes stronger and more vibrant, and workers become more prepared to fill positions of authority.

Employees who accept challenges rise to the occasion, often exceed expectations, and build self-confidence. Opportunities to lead are stimulating and rewarding and can cause newfound excitement and passion about work. Feed the passions! Nothing motivates like an internal passion.

Ensure that opportunities for development are in place during routine performance reviews—if unsure how to challenge an employee, ask them for ideas. Give as many people as possible an opportunity to develop their leadership abilities.

Organizations have compressed their hierarchical structures. Movement forward may now require developing an increased number of lateral opportunities rather than the traditional “climbing a corporate ladder”; there just are not that many rungs anymore. The actions described below can increase leadership capacity within a position.
Support leadership growth by sharing ideas and experiences

The organization learns and creates a better future because of the infusion of new ideas, and individuals grow harder than if they kept their ideas to themselves. Book clubs, for example, can grow leadership in many ways. Interpreting the literature together vis-à-vis work-related challenges can inspire leadership actions. When a book of the year is assigned for all employees to read, a shared language is acquired, giving people permission to talk together about the concepts and helping them think differently. Finally, when book discussions (or any dialogues) are facilitated in a truly safe environment, the interpersonal culture can be transformed into one of mutual support where risk taking is encouraged.

Not only can staff share what they have learned in formal trainings but the practice of debriefing successes and failures can be established. Working professionals often feel compelled to debrief when things go awry but neglect to adequately take stock at times of success. Articulating both kinds of lessons can help maximize the likelihood of building upon what works.

A great mentor can produce a fountain of ideas, and coaching can facilitate the reflection that is the hallmark of a leader. Peer coaching is a double bargain: once employee coaches are trained, peer coaching is free and grows two people at the same time.

Support leadership growth by example

Top-level leaders must personally demonstrate their commitment to leadership development by honing their leadership skills and letting others know that they are doing this. Perhaps the least expensive and easiest thing that a manager can do to cultivate leadership in others is to model it. Show others how to lead through your “own actions. Let others see you learn from your successes and failures, take on new challenges, give positive feedback as well as constructive criticism, and give credit. Let others watch you seek out your own peer group for ideas and support; share your own development goals and plans with them; cultivate your own coaching and mentoring skills. To facilitate lifelong leadership learning in others, leaders need to practice it themselves.

It has never been more critical to recognize and inspire leadership actions in the public health workforce. Public health leaders can do this easily and inexpensively. “Observing others’ successes can show us new possibilities, expand our thinking, [and] trigger our creativity.”11(p21)

Seven Practical and Affordable Actions Implemented by Local Public Health Agencies

The seven practical and affordable actions described below illustrate the four general strategies for cultivating leadership discussed earlier. All of the seven illustrations are the work of public health professionals who have participated in formal leadership development programs. These seven examples do not constitute an exhaustive list of actions that can cultivate leadership but suggest the range of viable measures that can be implemented easily. The following examples have not been evaluated or rated in any way, but they do represent examples of innovative leadership practices.

Provide formal or informal coaching/mentoring opportunities

Patricia Dobbins, Executive Director of the Hendry and Glades County Health Department in Florida, believes that mentoring programs should be in place early in anyone’s career and encourages her directors to participate in the all-volunteer mentoring program she has implemented in her department.

Believing that the best mentoring programs involve the protégé actively seeking a suitable mentor for themselves and that the mentor’s professional expertise be outside the protégé’s field, Dobbins regularly coaches her directors through the process of finding a mentor. Starting with brainstorming, the team learns to use their extended networks to gather names of people in positions of authority in the community. Dobbins then asks those leaders whether they would be willing to mentor someone who works in public health. Fortified with information on potential mentors, it then becomes the responsibility of the employee to make contact and establish a professional mentoring relationship.

Dobbins’ process is simple and eloquent and is readily adaptable by any public health agency. The benefits for both employees and community are multiplied by the power of the expanded network for all.

Intentionally assign staff to lead new assignments, projects, or collaborations

Jill Kidd, Director of Nutrition Services for Pueblo City Schools in Colorado, realized that her staff was no longer functioning to their full potential as a team; they had worked in the system for nearly 20 years and productivity had flattened.

Wanting to turn the dynamic around and focus their energy into creating a productive work environment, Kidd assigned the team direct responsibility for the
Intentionally assign staff to assignments outside of their disciplines so they can acquire knowledge about a related field and new ways of thinking

With the encouragement and support of his supervisor, Richard Cox, Communications Director for the Health District of Northern Larimer County in Colorado, engaged in a project that represented a completely new direction for him. Concerned about the impact the health insurance crisis was having on the agency’s clients, he wanted to broaden the scope of his duties and take action on behalf of the community.

With community outreach in mind, Cox designed a feasibility study on establishing a Web-based health insurance ombudsman-type service for the people in his health district. His vision was to provide a volunteer expert for individuals to contact when needing help understanding and negotiating their healthcare/health insurance system. Passionate about what this service could mean for the community, and committed for the long-term, Cox sought and received permission to continue pursuing and developing the plan in addition to his existing duties. To hold himself accountable to his employer, he added the work to his performance goals and annual review.

Pushing himself out of his comfort zone, combined with his supervisor’s willingness to add his expanded goals to his performance review, has given Cox a renewed sense of efficacy, and it is personally gratifying for him to have his outside interests validated by his support system at work.

Intentionally assign non–IT staff to incorporate and manage new technologies

Ron Lund is an environmental health supervisor for the Salt Lake Valley Health Department in Utah. As a food safety specialist, Lund is not an information technology person. But when his health district decided to make the food services and restaurant quality information public on the Web, he eagerly accepted the chance to spearhead the project.

Taking ownership of the huge project reunified the Pueblo City Schools staff. Facing the responsibility of defining all the elements needed to make the system changes in accordance with the myriad of federal guidelines, the staff quickly learned to use the resources within their team—recognizing and encouraging each other’s individual strengths. They not only learned how to articulate what they needed from their leader but also, when the time came to include their subordinates in the process, they imitated Kidd’s skill at managing and leading staff. Everyone learned how capable they were at taking on a complex task and leading the way in delivering a successful final product.
In addition, the Dream Team thrived in their roles as leaders; cohorts from different divisions worked together on a common goal—overcoming the inevitable silos; supervisors learned they had subordinates who were inventive and strong team players; and a project that might have remained an orphan became the party everyone wanted to attend.

Facilitate leadership book clubs at the worksite

When Mercedes Harden was a senior staff member at the El Paso County Department of Health and Environment in Colorado, her director, Rosemary Bakes-Martin, was passionate about encouraging the hearts of her staff as the key method for developing strong leaders. Bakes-Martin believed this could best be accomplished in a work environment where relationships among staff were important and creative ideas could flourish.

Her solution for combining these elements was to start a book club. All staff members were welcome to join the monthly informal meetings. The group chose the book to read and the job of leading the discussion rotated to the next volunteer. In their discussions, they drew analogies from the book’s themes, characters, and/or plot lines to the complex issues they faced personally and professionally in the public health arena.

Employees were empowered by the open discussions and learned that underneath the efficient, professional personas were compassionate colleagues. Harden says that the result of these discussions was to open the doors of communication and break down barriers between and among teams and internal departments, creating a culture in which collaboration became the norm.

Institutionalize and learn together through reflection as part of team and individual debriefing

LaPriel Clark, Director of Nursing and Community Services at the Bear River Health Department in Logan, Utah, believes their agency to be a learning organization. As an agency, they are committed to cultivating an atmosphere where leadership and other skills are learned, talked about, and utilized. Whenever the department sends a manager to a formal training program, that manager meets with senior staff to reflect and talk specifically about what concepts were taught so that all can learn about the ideas and incorporate them into their work.

The department believes that sharing ideas is the most valuable way to learn new concepts. The open discussion also helps management decide which concepts will be most valuable in each department. Learning together in this way demonstrates the shared responsibilities.

**Partner with leaders to link managers with mentors**

Mercedes Harden worked with some managers to facilitate open discussion sessions. These discussions were used as an opportunity for managers to talk about their successes and challenges and for mentors to share their ideas and experiences. The open discussions helped to build a supportive and collaborative environment where ideas and information could be shared.
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Her solution for combining these elements was to start a book club. All staff members were welcome to join the monthly informal meetings. The group chose the book to read and the job of leading the discussion rotated to the next volunteer. In their discussions, they drew analogies from the book’s themes, characters, and/or plot lines to the complex issues they faced personally and professionally in the public health arena.

Employees were empowered by the open discussions and learned that underneath the efficient, professional personas were compassionate colleagues. Harden says that the result of these discussions was to open the doors of communication and break down barriers between and among teams and internal departments, creating a culture in which collaboration became the norm.
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